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Britains Sustainability
Welcome to ASK Packaging Ltd, your trusted partner in sustainable living. Based in Northamptonshire 
the heart of the United Kingdom, we are proud manufacturers of eco-friendly birchwood wooden 
cutlery  and a diverse range of environmentally conscious products.

Promoting the spirit of "Made in Great Britain" goes hand in hand with Britain's sustainability e�orts. By
manufacturing locally, we reduce our carbon footprint by minimising transportation emissions and
supporting sustainable practices. Additionally, local production fosters a sense of accountability and
transparency, as we can closely monitor and regulate our processes to ensure they align with
environmental standards. Moreover, investing in British-made products strengthens our local economy, 
creating jobs and supporting communities. As we champion the "Made in Great Britain" ethos, we are 
not only celebrating our heritage and craftsmanship but also contributing to a more sustainable future 
for generations to come.

Eco-Friendly Excellence
At ASK Packaging Ltd, excellence is not just a goal; it's our foundation. Our birchwood wooden cutlery 
and eco-friendly products exemplify the highest standards of quality, craftsmanship, and sustainability. 
We believe that you deserve products that perform �awlessly while honouring our planet.

The Green Serve Difference
Eco-Pioneers: As eco-pioneers, we lead the way in sustainable manufacturing practices. Our products 
are designed with the environment in mind, ensuring they are not only biodegradable but also 
compostable

Customised Solutions
Whether you need eco-friendly cutlery for your restaurant, eco-packaging for your brand, or eco-friend-
ly products for personal use, we o�er customisation options tailored to your unique needs.

Our Sustainable Promise
At ASK Packaging Ltd, sustainability isn't a buzzword; it's a way of life. We continuously innovate and
optimise our processes to minimise waste and reduce environmental impact. When
you choose our products, you join us on a journey to make our planet a greener, cleaner place for
generations to come.

Embrace Sustainability, Embrace Green Serve
We invite you to explore our extensive range of eco-friendly products and be a part of the sustainability 
revolution. By choosing ASK Packaging Ltd, you make a conscious choice for a brighter, cleaner, and
 more sustainable future.

Thank you for choosing us to be your eco-friendly partner. Together, we can create a more sustainable,
eco-conscious and a healthier planet.
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Managing Director
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OUR SERVICES
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160mm Wooden Fork

85mm Wooden Fork

STAR PRODUCTS

Wooden Fork - 160mm

Wooden Spoon - 160mm

Wooden Knife - 165mm

Wooden Coffee Stirrer

FSC Birchwood forks, the perfect eco-friendly solution for your

 dining needs! Crafted with sustainability in mind, these forks

 are designed to degrade naturally without causing harm to the

 environment, ensuring guilt-free disposal after use. Our 

Birchwood forks boast sturdy and durable teeth, providing you

 with a reliable dining experience without the worry of breakage.

Introducing our FSC Birchwood wooden knives, the eco-friendly 

solution for all your cutting and spreading needs! Crafted from 

sustainable Birchwood, these knives o�er a natural and 

environmentally conscious alternative to traditional plastic utensils.

The co�ee stirrer is made of high quality wood. Biodegradable

strong and reliable. Discard after use. It has no adverse e�ect 

on the surrounding environment. A variety of sizes to choose from.

FSC Birchwood wooden spoons, the perfect eco-friendly 

alternative for your kitchen or event needs! Crafted from sustainable 

Birchwood, these spoons o�er a natural and environmentally 

conscious option for stirring, mixing, and serving. Each spoon is 

carefully crafted for durability, ensuring reliable performance for 

all your culinary endeavours.
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CUSTOM BRANDING

CUSTOM BRANDING

CUSTOM PACKAGING

FAST TURN AROUND

LOW MOQ
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140mm Wooden Knife

Product Code: GS-BWK140

Size(mm):140*18*1.4

165mm Wooden Knife

Product Code: GS-BWK165

Size(mm):165*23*1.6

3 IN 1 Meal Set

Product Code: GS-TIOMS

Size(mm):160MM

4 IN 1 Meal Set

Product Code: GS-FIOMS

Size(mm):160MM

WOODEN KNIFE

MEAL SET
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160mm Wooden Fork

Product Code: GS-BWF160

Size(mm): 160*25*1.6

160mm Wooden Spork

Product Code: GS-BWSPK160

Size(mm):160*32*1.6

95mm Wooden Fork

Product Code: GS-WCF01

Size(mm):85*11*1.3

140mm Wooden Fork

Product Code: GS-BWF140

Size(mm):140*22*1.4

WOODEN FORK
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110mm Wooden Spoon

Product Code: GS-BWS110

Size(mm): 110*23*1.3

140mm Wooden Spoon

Product Code: GS-BWS140

Size(mm):140*23*1.4

WOODEN SPOON

160mm Wooden Spoon

Product Code: GS-BWS160

Size(mm):160*32*1.6
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110mm Coffee Stirrer

Product Code: GS-HDS110

Size(mm): 110*5*1.3

178mm Coffee Stirrer

Product Code: GS-HDS178

Size(mm):178*5*1.3

140mm Coffee Stirrer

Product Code: GS-HDS140

Size(mm):140*5*1.3

190mm Coffee Stirrer

Product Code: GS-HDS190

Size(mm):190*5*1.3

HOT DRINK STIRRERS
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160mm Wooden Fork 160mm Wooden Spoke

85mm Wooden Fork

BAGASSE PLATES & 
CLAMSHELL CONTAINERS



+44 1234 867 727

 info@askpackagingltd.com

2 Bradfield Road, Finedon Road 
Ind Est, Wellingborough, NN8 4HB


